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About This Content

Add an additional 24 album storage slots. Evaluate albums to acquire powerful weapons and parts, and conquer Raid Mode!

*Content exclusive to Raid Mode.
*Raid Mode is an additional action-focused game mode included with the main game.

*Episode One required to play.
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A good investment if part of a collection. If your like me and prefer weapons over parts, because at least you can sell them and
get a lot of money or Gold back. Then you would have stock paied a lot of parts for when you have a lot of money spare to
evalulate them and combine them all in one go. AS the yare only temperary unlike the frist game and the story mode of this
game. Storage upgrade Part 2 (the seond you buy) and Part 3 (the thrid one you buy) are only really good if you stock pile a
heck of alot of parts or weapons to be Evaluated.. Slots for albums? ...Really?
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